Illinois Prairie Weavers
2014 Weaving Challenge:
65th Anniversary Celebration Projects

*Weave*

something, anything
(though we would prefer scarves or shawls)

using any structure
(though we would prefer a diamond pattern)

using any fiber

using 65th anniversary colors, which are
sapphire blue and white/natural
(a pewter/light gray can be added if you want a third color)

*Coming Soon*

A list of the preferred blue fiber colors (and their suppliers) and the chance to group order!

*Show & Tell and Turn In (if willing to let it travel)*

at the Guild’s Holiday Meeting on December 9, 2014

*Get It Back (if it travels)*

after the Exhibit has finished traveling

*Thank You and Happy Weaving,*

Your Challenge Co-Chairs and Anniversary Committee

(Questions? Contact Barbara H or email IllinoisPrairieWeavers@yahoo.com )